If the perceived transmittances of transparent objects are matched across illuminants, only incomplete constancy is found. This implies that physically identical objects may appear different. Nevertheless, it was reported in the literature that subjects could almost perfectly identify such objects across illuminants, even if a transparency impression was suppressed by violating geometric transparency conditions. A potential interpretation of these findings is that (a) identification and matching rely on different criteria and processes and that (b) identification is solely based on low-level color information. We here present evidence against these hypotheses. Our results show that the best match, that is, the transparent object under the test illuminant that appears most similar to the standard, is also the preferred object in the identification task. Furthermore, we found that the degree of constancy increases in both tasks, if figural cues support a transparency impression and the accompanying color scission. We discuss the relation between matching and identification suggested by these findings.
Introduction
Light-transmitting objects like pieces of colored glass change the colors of the background seen through them according to their transmittance spectrum. It is well known that the visual system is able to use the resulting color shifts in the input to infer to some extent the transmission properties of the filter object. For instance, if one looks through a flat filter object that predominantly transmits red light on a variegated colored background one typically perceives a uniform reddish transparent layer in front of the background.
Filter models of perceptual transparency (e.g. Beck, Prazdny, & Ivry, 1984; Faul & Ekroll, 2002 , 2011 Khang & Zaidi, 2002a , 2002b Westland & Ripamonti, 2000) try to derive the relevant color conditions from an analysis of the image generation in this situation. In the following we will mainly refer to the filter model presented in Faul and Ekroll (2002, 2011) , which was shown to predict the color conditions for perceptual transparency more accurately than alternative models that are based on cone excitation ratios (Westland & Ripamonti, 2000) or additive color mixture (Da Pos, 1989; D'Zmura, Colantoni, Knoblauch, & Lagèt, 1997; Faul, 1996) . This model seems compatible with all available evidence on perceptual transparency, including the numerous findings in the achromatic domain (for recent overviews of the latter see Anderson, 2015; Kingdom, 2011) . It must be emphasized, however, that the accompanying perceptual scission of the filtered colors into a transparent layer and a background component does not only depend on the color distributions in the scene, but also on topological and figural conditions (see e.g. Gerbino, 2015) .
Moving a fixed light-transmitting object between scenes that differ in background reflectance and/or illumination leads to additional color shifts in the input. This prompts the question to what extent visual processes that extract transmission properties from color shifts are able to discount such unrelated color changes. It has proven useful to separate different causes of interference and to distinguish between invariance against changes in the illumination spectrum (Type-I) and invariance against changes in background reflectance (Type-II) (Gilchrist et al., 1999) . In the present investigation of transparent layer constancy we focus on the invariance of perceived transmission properties and ignore other phenomena like gloss and translucency that are related to the refracting and scattering properties of such objects.
Available evidence suggests that the perceived transmittance of a transparent layer is almost invariant against isolated changes of background reflectances (Faul & Ekroll, 2012; Khang & Zaidi, 2002b . This holds true at least if one assumes -in line with the model of Faul and Ekroll (2002) -that isolated changes of background reflectances do not change the mean background color or, put otherwise, that a change in the mean background color is interpreted by the visual system as an illumination change. This qualification is of relevance for the interpretation of the findings reported in Zaidi (2002b, 2004) . In the relevant experiment the subjects were asked to match colored filters across scenes with different background colors but identical neutral illumination. Five standard scenes were used that all contained a variegated chromatic background but differed in mean color (neutral, reddish, greenish, yellowish, bluish) . The background texture in the test scene, in which the subjects adjusted the filter color, was always achromatic. In the neutral condition (same mean background color in standard and test) the settings were almost veridical. However, in the condition with biased means systematic deviations from constancy were found that were qualitatively similar to those reported by Faul and Ekroll (2012) in conditions with an illumination change. This correspondence is not surprising if the above assumption is true because then biased background colors would indicate a non-neutral illumination. This would mean that from the view of the visual system standard and test did not only differ in background reflectance (as in the actual construction of the scenes) but also in the color of the illuminant.
The focus of the present paper is on transparent layer constancy under changes in illumination color (Type-I). We know of only three studies that addressed this problem. Gerbino, Stultiens, Troost, and de Weert (1990) considered the special case of achromatic surfaces, illuminants and filters. Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and Faul and Ekroll (2012) investigated the chromatic case (colored backgrounds, illuminants, and filters). However, the two latter investigations did not only use different methods but also reached at very different conclusions about the degree of constancy that can be achieved. Khang and Zaidi (2002a) were interested in performance based constancy and asked their subjects to identify same filter objects across illuminations of different color. They report a highly accurate identification performance that did not even drop if a transparency impression was prevented by violating figural transparency conditions. In the experiments of Faul and Ekroll (2012) , the subjects matched the appearance of two filters across different illuminants. Here, systematic deviations from constancy were found throughout. The aim of the present work is to investigate the reasons for these differences and to shed more light on the role of the task in the investigation of transparent layer constancy and constancy processes in general.
Is the degree of constancy task dependent?
The deviations found in the experiments of Faul and Ekroll (2012) could be understood as a compromise between a proximal match (maximizing color similarity in the proximal stimulus) and a constancy match (maximizing similarity in estimated filter transmittance). Incomplete constancy in this sense is a typical finding in constancy experiments, and it has been suggested by Thouless (1931) that such results can be understood as a ''regression to the real object". These finding were nevertheless surprising, because the information available in the input in this case would allow for a much higher degree of constancy.
To explain this puzzling outcome, Faul and Ekroll (2012) distinguish between constancy achieved on the representational and the phenomenal level and consider the possibility that the degree of constancy is higher on the representational level, that is, that estimated filter transmittance is less susceptible to context changes than filter appearance. In a matching task the subjects usually equate filter appearance. This was confirmed by an inspection of the adjusted filters which appeared highly similar to the standard filter despite the change in the illuminant (for an illustration of this type of match see Fig. 5B ). Faul and Ekroll (2012) speculated that filter identification across illuminants may be a task that is closer related to scene interpretation. The almost perfect identification performance reported by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) fitted perfectly to the hypothesis that the degree of constancy may be higher in such performance related tasks. The description of their method seemed to support this reasoning: ''an observer could identify materials of similar reflectance across illuminants despite perceivable color differences, leading to constancy of what Lichtenberg called the inferred colors of objects" (p. 211) and further ''in this paper we have introduced a performance based experimental method that measures the veridicality of the inferred color. [. . .] In the conventional task of asymmetric color matching, there is an unavoidable confusion between 'sensed' and 'inferred' colors [. . .] . In the performance based task the observer has the psychological set of identifying like materials despite obvious differences in appearance." (p. 221). Khang and Zaidi (2002a) used also a condition in which a transparency impression was prevented by violating figural transparency conditions. Surprisingly, this did not influence the identification performance. The authors comment on this as follows: ''we are forced to conclude that though the image cues [. . .] promote perceptual transparency, they do not improve identification performance beyond that possible solely from chromatic cues." (p. 221). Since violating figural transparency conditions clearly influences appearance, it is tempting to interpret this finding as additional support for the assumption that identification and matching rely on different cues and processes.
However, a more thorough analysis of the identification experiment of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) shed some doubt about the above interpretations. As we will argue in more detail below, it appeared that the high rate of correct identifications was a direct consequence of the specific choice of distractor filters in the experiment and could thus not unequivocally be interpreted as evidence for a high degree of constancy. We came to the conclusion that a more direct approach is necessary to compare filter matching and filter identification under comparable conditions. Accordingly, a first goal of our experiments is to test the hypothesis that identification is based on strategies that partly ignore appearance against the alternative view that both tasks rely on identical visual processes and use the same similarity criterion. A second goal is to test whether the degree of transparent layer constancy is influenced by color scission that accompanies a transparency impression.
Related findings in opaque object identification
The general strategy employed in the present investigation is similar to the one used by Radonjić , Cottaris, and Brainard (2015) to investigate the relationship between surface color matching and opaque object identification across illumination changes. In this study, a close relationship between identification and matching was found and this confirmed previous findings that indicated that similarity in appearance is of central importance for the identification of opaque objects across illumination changes (Robilotto & Zaidi, 2004 , 2006 Zaidi & Bostic, 2008) .
These results already show that the assumption that identification is largely independent from similarity in appearance is not in general valid. On the other hand, this assumption has also often found to be true, for instance in shape identification (see e.g. Kingdom, Field, & Olmos, 2007; Schmidt, Spröte, & Fleming, 2015) . This is of relevance for the present investigation, because these conflicting results indicate that the criteria and processes used in identification must be separately identified and tested for each object property (e.g. reflectance, transmittance, shape, texture, gloss etc.) that is used to distinguish between target and distractors in a given situation.
In a sense, the present approach can also be seen as an empirical test whether the just mentioned findings obtained in investigations of the identification of opaque objects across different illuminations can be transferred to the case of transparent object identification.
Outline of the paper
Of central importance in our approach is a model presented in Faul and Ekroll (2012) that can be used to predict the subjects' settings if they match filters across illumination changes. This prediction involves a line segment in color space (''the adjustment line"). One end of this line segment corresponds to the proximal color match (''proximal match") and the other end to a match of the transmittance parameters of the filter (''constancy match"). The subjects' settings (''best match") in the experiment of Faul and Ekroll (2012) were usually located near the middle of this line segment.
We present our results in three closely related steps. First, we analyze the stimuli and the experimental setup employed in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and show that most distractors used in their experiment correspond to positions far away from this ''adjustment line", that is, to stimuli that would have never been chosen based on the similarity criterion used in the matching task. In particular, they deviate in most cases more strongly from the best match than the test filter, and this observation could explain the highly accurate identification found in this study.
In the second step we report the results of a matching experiment. It was similar to the one described in Faul and Ekroll (2012) , but the stimuli were chosen to closely resemble the ones used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . In particular, we also realized a ''flipped filter" condition that strongly reduces the transparency impression. One of the aims of this experiment was to find distractor filters for a following identification experiment that are-according to the matching criterion-more similar to the standard filter than the filter predicted under complete constancy. A second goal was to investigate, in which way the settings in the matching task change if a transparency impression is prevented by violating geometrical transparency conditions.
In a third step we describe an identification experiment that essentially replicates the setup used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) , but differs in the kind of filters shown under the test illuminant: in each case, one of the two filters to choose from was the best match obtained under identical conditions in the just mentioned matching experiment. It was combined with a filter chosen from 10 equidistant positions along the ''adjustment line", including the filter at the end that corresponds to the veridical test filter used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . This setup allows a clear decision between the two interpretations we want to test: if the interpretation that subjects use the inferred filter in the identification task despite remaining differences in appearance were correct, then the subjects should prefer the filter predicted under complete constancy over the filter representing the best match, whereas the alternative interpretation would predict the reverse result. This restriction of distractor selection is similar to the one used by Zaidi and Bostic (2008) in an experiment of opaque object identification.
2. Analysis of the experimental setup used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental setup used by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . The background texture consisted of overlapping ellipses of different size and random orientation. In the filter simulation only the absorption properties of the filter were used to compute the shifts in background colors caused by the filter. The transmittance spectra of six Kodak CC50 color filters (red, yellow, green, cyan blue, magenta) were used (KodakCC50, 1962) . In the stimulus display the left and right halves were lit by different illuminants. In each trial, three of the four filters had identical transmittance. The filters under the test illuminant were always different. The left/right position of the test illuminant, the top/bottom position of the test filter, and the assignment of the two illuminants to test and standard were randomly chosen in each trial.
The subjects had to perform two consecutive 2AFC tasks. In the first they decided whether the different filters were on the left or the right side. A rate of correct answers above chance level indicates discrimination. The second task was to decide whether the different filters are in the upper or the lower half of the screen. The relative frequency of veridical answers is the rate of correct identification. In the figure, the filter colors under each illuminant are connected and enclose the chromaticity of the illumination, which is under the same conditions roughly identical to the chromaticity of the mean background color outside the filter region (see Faul & Ekroll, 2011 , 2012 . The systematic shifts of the filter colors under changes in the illuminant are indicated by dashed lines.
The position of the distractors in chromaticity space
The transmittance spectra dðkÞ of the distractor filters were computed as convex mixtures The general stimulus layout that was used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and also in our second experiment. The left and right halves of a variegated background are lit by different illuminants. Two identical filter objects are shown under the standard illuminant. One of the filter objects under the test illuminant was also identical to the standard filter, whereas a second ''distractor" filter differed in transmittance from the standard filter to varying degrees. The subjects had first to decide on which side the filters differ (discrimination) and second, which of the two different filter was identical the standard filter (identification). 0 < c < 1, where t i ðkÞ is the transmittance of the standard/test filter and t j ðkÞ the transmittance of one of the five remaining filters. Fig. 3 shows exemplarily the chromaticities of the distractor filters for a red and a blue test filter. They lie on straight lines between the chromaticities of the test and the other filters under the test illuminant. The markers indicate the six steps along these line segments that were used in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . This construction led to a total number of 360 distractors (6 test filters Â 5 distractor filters Â 6 steps Â 2 standard illuminants).
2.2. The position of the best match in parameter space Faul and Ekroll (2012) propose that for a standard filter under illuminant A the color of the best matching filter under illuminant B can be approximated by setting the transmittance of the filter in such a way that the mean cone excitation in the filter region corresponds to Y ¼ g À1 ðagðX C Þ þ ð1 À aÞgðX p ÞÞ; 0 6 a 6 1, where X P and X C are the mean cone excitations within the filter region under illuminant A and B, respectively, and g is an invertible function of cone excitations (see Appendix B). The value a ¼ 0 means a proximal match (same mean color within the filter regions under both illuminants) and a ¼ 1 a constancy match (both filters have the same transmittance parameter s). Faul and Ekroll (2012) found a-values that varied around 0:5, which indicates that the subjects made some kind of compromise between both extremes.
The settings predicted by this model are shown in Fig. 3 as slightly curved black dashed lines. The filled black marker at one end of this line denotes the constancy prediction (a ¼ 1), the open black circle a typical match with a ¼ 0:5. If one starts from the test filter (c ¼ 0 in Eq. (1)) and moves along one of the ''distractor lines" there should be a minimal c d at which the test and distractor filter can be clearly distinguished.
Predicting the results of the identification task
For discriminable filters (c P c d ) one may ask, which of them has the same transmittance as the one shown under the standard illumination. If the assumption that the ''best match" is also the most probable choice in the identification task is correct, then an erroneous selection of a distractor should happen, whenever it is more similar to the best match than the test filter (see Fig. 4B ). However, an actual prediction is difficult because it is at present unknown how the perceived distance between two filters can be determined. For the following qualitative arguments, we use the distance between mean filter colors in the CIE 1976 UCS Yu 0 v 0 color space. Even a superficial comparison of the predicted match line with the distractor positions in Fig. 3 shows that the majority of the distractors are much farther away from the best match than the test filter and this fact can explain the large number of correct identifications found by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . However, the degree of deviation differs considerably. In cases like the ones depicted in panels A and D, it is highly probable that the test filter is closest to the best match and should always be preferred. The cases shown in panels B and E are more difficult, because here the match line is close to some distractor lines. For the red standard filter under skylight, for instance, the blue distractor line is close to the match line, both in chromaticity space (see panel B) and in luminance (see panel C). In such cases it is well possible that some distractors along these lines may be preferred over the test filter. With respect to the blue standard filter depicted in panels E and F a similar situation exists for the red distractor line. The yellow distractor filter, however, is only close in chromaticity, but differs considerably in luminance. Even without an exact measure for distances between filters such qualitative reasonings suggest that with the chosen set of distractors, misclassifications should occur only in rare cases even if actually the best match and not the veridical filter is the preferred object in the identification.
We informally compared predictions of such critical cases with the distractor lines listed in Table 2 in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) , for which the identification threshold was found to be significantly larger than the discrimination threshold, but surprisingly found only moderate correspondence. There are several potential reasons for this. First, the accuracy of the predictions is limited by (a) the lack of an exact distance measure for perceived filter differences, (b) the unknown size and form of the threshold area around the test filter and the best match, in which filters cannot be discriminated, and (c) by the fact that the exact position of the best match on the adjustment line in unknown. A further problem is that the criterion for a misclassification used in their table, namely a significant increase of the identification threshold over the discrimination threshold, seems only valid, if one assumes that the probability to erroneously choose the distractor filter decreases monotonically with increasing distance to the test filter. However, according to the alternative view this monotonicity assumption is not necessarily true (see, for instance, distractor D 1 in Fig. 4B ), that is, the probability of a false identification may actually increase with increasing distance from the test filter. For this reason the Fig. 4 . Illustration of the identification criteria implicitly postulated by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and by our alternative approach. The markers denoted with F; D and I show the coordinates of test and standard filters, distractor filters, and illuminants, respectively, in the u 0 v 0 -chromaticity space. A filter is here represented by the mean color of the background seen through it. (A) Khang and Zaidi regarded the test filter FT as the reference point and determined along each distractor line the difference threshold (the distance D i for which FT and D i can reliably be distinguished) and the identification threshold (the distance D i for which FT is reliably preferred over D i as the filter corresponding to the standard FS). (B) In the alternative view, the relevant reference is the best matching filter FM that lies along a path between the positions of the standard filter (proximal match) and the test filter (constancy match). FT and FM would only coincide if constancy were complete in the matching task. According to this view, Di should be preferred over FT if it is more similar to FM (i.e. if Di < DT ) and vice versa. Thus, in the example, D1 should be preferred over FT , whereas FT should be preferred over D2. Note: The mean filtered colors of the proximal match (FP , not shown) and the standard filter FS are identical, but the mean of the background, corresponding to the illumination color, differs! very concept of a single ''identification threshold" seems inappropriate.
Because of these difficulties, we chose a different way to experimentally test our hypothesis. The basic idea was to use in the identification task only a single distractor line that coincides with the adjustment line.
Experiment 1: filter matching
Experiment 1 had two purposes. First, to determine the best matches along the adjustment line in exactly the same stimulus conditions that are later used in a corresponding identification experiment (Experiment 2), and second, to test whether the settings in the matching task are affected by violations of figural conditions for transparency.
Methods
The general stimulus layout was similar to that shown in Fig. 1 . Under the standard illuminant two fixed filters with identical transmittance parameters s were shown. The transmittance parameters of the two filters under the test illuminant were also always identical, but could be changed by the subjects. Their settings were restricted in such a way that the filtered colors were located on a curve segment in color space that connects the predictions under a proximal and under a constancy criterion (see Fig. 4B for an illustration and Appendix A for a formal description of this situation). The subjects could move along this curve segment by pressing the left and right arrow keys on a standard computer keyboard and their task was to find the position for which the filter objects in test and standard illuminant appear most similar. After accepting their setting in a given trial, they rated the quality of the best match on a scale from 1 (no match possible) to 5 (perfect match). The manipulation of the transmittance by a single parameter instead of three reduces the complexity of the setting considerably. This restriction seems unproblematic, because (a) Faul and Ekroll (2012) found in a similar task that unrestricted settings always lay in the vicinity of this ''adjustment line" and because (b) potential incomplete matches can be detected by low match quality ratings.
The filter match was done under 144 different conditions resulting from the combination of 6 types of illumination change Â 6 filter colors Â 2 types of background (RANDOM vs ORDERED) Â 2 types of appearance of the filter region (TRANS vs OPAQUE).
Stimuli and subjects
To allow for an easy comparison of our results with the ones of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) , we used a similar stimulus setup, but introduced several modifications in order to maximize observed effects.
We used three different CIE daylight illuminants denoted as d40, d65 and d200 with correlated color temperatures of 4000 K, 6500 K, 20,000 K (and a normalized luminance of 100 cd/m 2 ) that appear reddish, neutral, and blueish, respectively. These were combined into six illumination pairs (standard/test): d40/d65, d40/ d200, d65/d40, d65/d200, d200/d40, d200/d65. This expanded set of illumination changes includes cases with much larger illumination induced color shifts than were investigated by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . A potential drawback of the background used by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) is that violations of figural transparency conditions are relatively hard to detect. We therefore also used a variant with more structure, in which such violations are more obvious (see Fig. 5A ). The minor axis of the background ellipses was fixed to 10.8 mm and the major axis varied randomly between 21.6 and 43.2 mm. In the RANDOM background condition the orientation of the major axis varied randomly. In the ORDERED background condition the random variation was restricted to AE10 deg around a standard orientation of 45 deg. To further enhance the transparency impression in normally presented filters and to further weaken it in a condition with a flipped filter region, the filters synchronously moved up and down with constant speed (4°/s) over a range of 72.9 mm. Moving filters were also used in Khang and Zaidi (2002b) but not in the identification task employed by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) .
The reflectances of the background regions were randomly chosen frequency limited spectra (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 207f) with a limiting frequency of 1/200 cycles/nm and a range from 0 to 0.8. To enhance the impression of an illumination change between the left and right half of the background, a smooth transition zone of 41 pixel width centered around the illumination edge was realized by mixing for each pixel inside this region the colors they would assume under the two illuminants with a factor w ¼ ðcosðtÞ þ 1Þ=2, with 0 < t < p=41. The geometry and the 173 reflectance spectra of the background regions were held constant during the experiment.
The same six Kodak CC50 filters as in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) were used. The circular filter regions had a diameter of 67.5 mm. The horizontal center-to-center distance of filters under different illuminations was 15.75 mm, the vertical center-to-center distance within an illumination was 12.95 mm. In the OPAQUE filter condition, the pixels inside the filter regions computed for the TRANS condition were (in each frame of the animation) flipped upside down around the central horizontal axis. This manipulation destroys figural cues to transparency (e.g. X-junctions and good continuation at the filter border) and, as a consequence, the transparency impression is lost (see Fig. 5A , and the animation given as a supplement; see Appendix D). The filtered colors were computed in the following way: first, the filtered colors in the standard illuminant were computed using the physical filter model, then the corresponding parameters s of the psychophysical model were estimated from the resulting color codes (see Appendix A). These filter parameters were used in both the standard and the test illuminant. Appendix B describes how the adjustment line depends on the background and filter colors computed in this way. Appendix C summarizes some problems that occurred in this context.
All spectra used in the calculations were defined from 400 to 700 nm in 5 nm steps. The colors were computed in the CIE XYZ 1931 color space and then transformed to the cone excitation space described in Stockman, MacLeod, and Johnson (1993) . The stimuli were presented on a 24.1 inch Eizo ColorEdge CG243W LCD-Monitor (1920 Â 1200, 8 Bit, 60 Hz), which was controlled by a NVIDIA Quadro 600 graphics card. The monitor's emission spectra that were used to compute the gamma correction were measured with a Jeti specbos 1211 spectroradiometer. The room was completely dark during the experiment. The viewing distance was approximately 80 cm. In this experiment the standard illuminant was always presented in the left half of the screen.
The four combinations of the two background and the two appearance conditions were conducted in different experimental sessions that took place at different days. Each session comprised five repetitions of the 36 combinations of 6 filter color and 6 illumination changes. The order of the conditions over the 180 trials of a session was randomized but fixed for each type of session. To control for effects of presentation order half of the subjects performed the TRANS condition first and half performed the OPAQUE condition first.
Six subjects participated in the sessions with an ''ordered background" and six different subjects in the sessions with a ''random background". Altogether, this resulted in 30 settings in each of the 144 conditions. All subjects had, according to a test with Ishihara plates (Ishihara, 1967) , normal color vision, reported normal or corrected to normal visual acuity, and were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment.
This work was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and informed consent was obtained for experimentation with human subjects.
Results
Of main interest in this experiment are the locations of the optimal matches along the adjustment line illustrated in Fig. 4B . We report this position in terms of the factor a of the mixture equation (see Eq. (6) in Appendix B). Thus, a ¼ 0 denotes a proximal and a ¼ 1 a constancy match. Values of a between these extremes correspond to the relative distance between these endpoints in a logarithmized MacLeod-Boyton space (see Fig. 2 ). The mixture factor a may thus also be interpreted as an index for the degree of constancy achieved in a certain condition. Other possible distance measures/constancy indices as, for instance, the relative position on the curve in the uv-chromaticity diagram or a Brunswik ratio lead to very similar results. Fig. 5B illustrates exemplarily how the perceived filter transmittance changed if a was varied from 0 (proximal) to 1 (constancy) and the filter corresponding to the mean setting. Fig. 6 shows the constancy indices a for the two levels of the appearance factor across the remaining conditions. It is obvious that the constancy indices in the TRANS condition (m ¼ 0:35) are in general much higher than in the corresponding OPAQUE condition (m ¼ 0:16). We computed a repeated measure analysis with the constancy index as dependent variable, presentation order (TRANS-OPAQUE vs OPAQUE-TRANS) and type of background (ORDERED vs. RAN-DOM) as between-subjects factors and filter color, illumination change, appearance (TRANS vs. OPAQUE), and repetition as within-subjects factors. The interaction of the between-subjects effects was not included in the model. The reported p-values are Huynh-Feldt adjusted values.
The effect of appearance is strong (Fð1; 9Þ ¼ 294; p < 0:001). The main effect of filter color was also significant (Fð5; 45Þ ¼ 15:19; p < 0:001) but descriptively not very pronounced. There is a significant interaction between filter color and illumination change (Fð25; 225Þ ¼ 6:22; p < 0:001), which seems to be restricted to the TRANS condition (see Fig. 7 ): if the test illumination was more reddish, then the constancy index for a blue and cyan filter was significantly lower than in cases where the test illumination was more blueish. The converse pattern is observed with the red and yellow filter, whereas the green and magenta filter seem almost unaffected. Not significant were the main effects of the type of illumination change (Fð5; 45Þ ¼ 1:88; p ¼ 0:17), the type of background (Fð1; 9Þ ¼ 0:01; p ¼ 0:93), and the order of presentation (Fð1; 9Þ ¼ 2:17; p ¼ 0:18). A small but statistically significant (Fð1; 70Þ ¼ 14:4; p < 0:001) positive correlation (r ¼ 0:41) between the degree of constancy in the TRANS and OPAQUE condition was found (see Fig. 8 ). Fig. 9 shows the ratings of the match quality. The high ratings observed in both appearance conditions indicate that the restrictions imposed in the setting procedure never prevented the subjects from finding an acceptable match. An interesting finding is that the match ratings in the TRANS condition show a significant linear trend (Fð1; 70Þ ¼ 30:26; p < 0:001) toward lower ratings for higher constancy indices.
Discussion
In this experiment we investigated transparent layer constancy under conditions that were very similar to those realized in the experiment of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) . Even with a slightly improved transparency impression in the TRANS condition that was reached by using moving filter objects and a more structured background, we never found complete constancy, but constancy indices between 0.13 and 0.63. This shows that the high degree of constancy reported by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) cannot be attributed to context conditions that are especially favorable for veridical transparency perceptions. Khang and Zaidi (2002a) emphasize the importance of their finding ''that filter identification is not aided by geometrical cues to overlay transparency" (p. 218). We, in contrast, found clearly different results in the TRANS and the OPAQUE conditions: in the latter condition, the constancy indices are much lower (0.08 to 0.26), there is no negative correlation between constancy index The stimuli varied in filter orientation (''flipped" vs. ''normal") and background structure (''ordered" vs. ''random"). The violation of the geometric transparency conditions and a corresponding reduction in the transparency impression in the inverted filter region is more striking with an ordered (left pair) than with a random background (right pair). (B) A cyan filter under illuminant d40, and three filters under the illuminant d200 corresponding to a constancy match (left), a proximal match (right) and the compromise match that has been observed in Experiment 1 (middle). and match rating (Fig. 9) , and also no interaction of the effects of filter and illumination color on the constancy index (Fig. 7) . This means that the settings in the matching task do not only depend on the color distributions inside the filter regions but that they are also strongly influenced by the phenomenal scission that accompanies transparency impressions. There was a small positive correlation between the degree of constancy found in the TRANS and OPAQUE condition. If one takes into account that the mean color in the filter region corresponding to full constancy is identical in the TRANS and the OPAQUE condition, this is to be expected. The remarkable fact is rather that the degree of constancy is so much lower in the OPAQUE condition.
The present results are very similar to the ones found by Faul and Ekroll (2012) with different stimuli and different presentation modes. This finding together with the high ratings of match quality indicates that the match model which was derived in Faul and Ekroll (2012) and which we used to simplify the setting procedure generalizes to the present situation. The idea underlying this model that the subjects' settings reflect a compromise between a proximal and a constancy match seems also in line with the observation that the ratings of the match quality decreased in the TRANS condition with an increasing constancy index, that is, with an increasing proximal difference between standard and match.
Experiment 2: filter identification
The constancy indices found in Experiment 1 were always considerably lower than 1. This means that the filter chosen as the best match differs from the filter corresponding to full constancy. In Experiment 2 we will take advantage of this fact to test whether the identification and the matching task rely on the same or on different criteria. The main idea is to confront the subjects in the identification task with a choice between (a) the filter that has the same transmittance as the standard and (b) the filter that was found to be the best match to the standard. If the criteria used in identifying the correct filter really differ from the ones used in a match, then TRANS -test ill more blueish TRANS -test ill more reddish OPAQUE -test ill more blueish OPAQUE -test ill more reddish Fig. 7 . The mean degree of constancy found with different filter colors in Experiment 1. An interaction between filter color and illumination shift was found in the TRANS condition: if the test illuminant was more blueish than the standard then the degree of constancy was relatively high with blue and cyan filters and relatively low with red and yellow filters. The converse is true if the test illuminant was more reddish than the standard. This interaction is absent in the opaque condition. The error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) the subjects should choose option (a), if they instead rely on the same criterion in both tasks, then they should choose option (b).
To test these predictions we essentially replicated the identification experiment of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) , that is, the subjects were presented with two identical standard filters under the standard illuminant and a pair of different filters under the test illuminant and they first had to decide on which side of the screen the different filters were (discrimination) and afterwards to decide which of the two different filters under the test illuminant corresponded to the standard filter (identification).
In the experiment of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) , the filter pairs under the test illuminant always included the filter expected under full constancy and a filter from one of the distractor directions. In our experiment, in contrast, one of the filters was always the best match (F Opt ) obtained in experiment 1 and the comparison filter was selected from 11 different positions along the adjustment line (see Fig. 4B ), including the end points corresponding to a proximal (F Prox ) and a constancy (F Const ) match. Here F Const is the filter with the same transmittance parameter s as the standard filter. Fig. 10 summarizes the results expected from the two hypotheses we want to compare. The interesting part happens in the range along the adjustment line between F Opt and F Const . According to the ''same criterion" hypothesis the probability to select the comparison should decrease with increasing distance to F Opt , whereas the ''different criterion" hypothesis predicts that this probability should increase and reach its maximum at the position of F Const .
Methods
The general setup and apparatus were identical to Experiment 1. In particular, the filter objects again moved across the background. However, the two filters under the test illuminant now differed. One of them (''the anchor") was always the filter that was chosen as the best match to the standard filter in Experiment 1 (i.e. the filter corresponding to the mean constancy index setting). The second filter (''the comparison") was chosen from 11 positions (a ¼ 0:0; 0:1; . . . ; 1:0) along the adjustment line. The filter at a ¼ 1 is the constancy prediction F Const derived from the psychophysical filter model, that is, it has the same parameter s as the standard filter. We also added a filter F Phys , which represents a more physical definition of constancy, to the set of comparison filters. In the case of F Const we first used the physical model to calculate the filtered colors under the standard illuminant. The parameter s estimated from the resulting background and filtered colors was then also used for the constancy filter in the test illuminant. To determine F Phys , we used the same procedure with the same transmittance spectrum in the test illuminant. In accordance with the findings of Faul and Ekroll (2012) , this led to different but very similar parameters s. The constancy prediction F Phys was included, because it is essentially identical to the one used by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and because this also excludes the possibility that misclassifications can be attributed to an inappropriateness of the psychophysical model. . Qualitative predictions of the outcomes of Experiment 2 according to the ''same criterion" and the ''different criteria" hypotheses. The probability to detect a difference between the two filters in the test illumination reaches its minimum (chance level, 0.5) if the comparison filter is identical to Fopt (blue curve) and remains below a critical value inside an interval around this position (gray region). If identification relies on the same ''similarity to the standard" criterion as matching, then the probability to select the comparison filter should decrease with increasing distance to FOpt (red curve). If other criteria are used that make it possible to reliably identify the physically correct filter despite differences in appearance, then the selection probability should be close to 1 at FConst and decrease monotonically with increasing distance to FConst. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
number of trials to manageable proportions, we selected only a subset of the 36 conditions investigated in Experiment 1. We also omitted the RANDOM background condition, because variation of the background structure had no effect in Experiment 1. Four experimental sets were used that each contained 6 filter/illumination conditions (see Table 1 ). In set 1 (opaque set) we used flipped filter regions that prevent a transparency impression, set 2 was identical to set 1 but with perceived transparency, and in sets 3 and 4 we used additional filter/illumination conditions with transparency. The predictions summarized in Fig. 10 can only be tested if F Const and F Opt can be clearly distinguished. We therefore checked by visual inspection that this criterion was fulfilled in all selected conditions. The horizontal position of the test and standard illuminant on the screen, the vertical position of the anchor and comparison filter, and the order of the conditions were randomized but identical for all subjects. In each trial the subjects first indicated with the left and right arrow keys of a standard computer keyboard on which side they saw two different filters (discrimination step). After pressing the enter key, they were asked to indicate with the up and down arrow keys whether the upper or the lower filter on the chosen side shows an object that differs from the other three (identification). After again pressing the enter key, the next trial was started. There were no time limits imposed and the current selection (that was reported in the lower part of the screen) could in both steps be changed arbitrarily until the enter key was pressed.
Each of the four sets was conducted by 3 different subjects and each subject performed the experiment in two sessions of 720 trials that took place at different days. All subjects had normal color vision, reported normal or corrected to normal visual acuity, and were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. The combination of 4 experimental sets Â 6 filter/illumination conditions Â 12 comparison filters Â 20 repetitions Â 3 subjects led to a total number of 17,280 trials. Each of the comparison filters was presented 60 times. A single session with 720 trials lasted about 90 min.
Results
In Fig. 11 the results of 8 of the 24 filter/illumination conditions are presented in a format that facilitates the comparison with the qualitative prediction depicted in Fig. 10 . The estimates of the detection probability shown in blue have approximately the expected form, that is, their minimum lies in the vicinity of the best match filter and they increase with increasing distance of the comparison filter from that position. In most cases it reaches the maximum value of 1 well before the position of the constancy filter. Thus, the critical requirement that the best match is perceptually clearly discernible from the filter expected under complete constancy seems fulfilled in all tested cases.
The red curves show the relative frequencies of cases in which the subjects identified the comparison filter and not the best match from Experiment 1 as identical to the objects shown in standard illumination. Our results strongly support the ''same criterion" hypothesis: as soon as the filter chosen as the best match in Exper- Table 1 The subset of filter/illumination conditions from Experiment 1 that were chosen in Experiment 2. A filled circle marks a condition used in set 1 and 2, the cross and the open circle a condition used in set 3 and 4, respectively.
Illuminations
Filter color iment 1 can be clearly discerned from the comparison filter, it is almost always also chosen to be the same object in den identification task. In particular, in 1440 direct comparisons of F Opt with F Const and F Phys the latter filters were almost always considered a worse: F Opt was preferred over F Phys in 95.7% of the 1417 cases, in which the two filter types were correctly detected as different, and over F Const in 96.8% of the 1424 cases with correct discrimination. Fig. 12 depicts the complete data set in a more condensed format. Each panel shows the results for one of the four experimental sets. The individual conditions are shown as gray curves and are presented relative to the position of F Opt , that is, the curves are shifted such that the a of this filter is zero. In the first two experimental sets the mean curve given in red approximates the general shape of the individual curves-a symmetric curve with a single peak near zero-rather well. In experimental sets 3 and 4, the form of the individual curves is also similar, but the position of the peaks shows more variability around zero. As a consequence, the mean curve is less representative for the individual curves.
In Fig. 13 we directly compare the identification results in the experimental sets 1 and 2 that contained the same filter/illumination pairs but differed in the presentation of the filter region (opaque vs. transparent). In all cases the blue and red curve that show the relative frequency of choosing the comparison filter in the identification task with transparent and opaque presentation, respectively, have a similar shape, but the blue curve is shifted towards the constancy filter. According to Mann-Whitney-U tests these shifts are in 5 of the 6 cases significant on a 5% level. The only exception is the condition d40/d200 with a yellow filter (p ¼ 0:085). The general pattern shows that the systematic difference between these conditions found in Experiment 1 is not specific to matching but is also present in the identification task.
Discussion
All results obtained in Experiment 2 are in line with the ''same criterion" hypothesis, which states that subjects, when asked to identify equal objects across different illuminations, resort to the same similarity criterion they use in a matching task. As is to be expected from this view, the preference for the comparison filter in the identification task decreased with increasing phenomenal distance to the best match filter F Opt . The drop off of the selection probability on both sides of F Opt suggests that this position corresponds at least to a local optimum.
Contrary to the prediction derived from the ''different criteria" hypothesis, neither the filter F Const , which was equal to the standard filter with respect to the transmittance parameter, nor the filter F Phys , which was equal with respect to the transmittance spectrum, had any special status in the identification task: in a direct comparison with F Opt , they were almost never identified to be the same object as the one shown in the other illumination.
We used F Opt as the anchor in the filter comparisons, but based on our data one can easily predict the results if we had like Khang and Zaidi (2002a) used F Phys as anchor filter: the preference probability would then start at 0.5 for comparison filters with an a close to 1, it would then drop below 0.5 as soon as the comparison filter can be clearly distinguished from F Phys and it would approach zero if F Opt is reached. Thus, if we adopt the same constancy criterion as Khang and Zaidi (2002a) the conclusion would be that we found zero constancy in our experiment.
Our results also diverge from those of Khang and Zaidi (2002a) in that the availability of geometrical transparency cues had a significant effect on the identification results. With flipped filter regions that appeared clearly non-transparent, a criterion that focuses more on proximal similarity was used. Again this mirrors the findings in the matching task of Experiment 1 and confirms a close relationship between identification and matching.
On a closer look, some of our findings seem also not completely in line with the predictions of the ''same criterion" hypothesis as sketched in Fig. 10 . First, the discrimination curves are not always as expected: in some cases the position of the minimum deviates from the position of F Opt and/or the minimum is considerably lower or larger than 0.5. This is unexpected, because the two filters in the test region were objectively identical at this point and the horizontal position of the test illuminant was randomized. Maybe the subjects were sometimes confused by the fact that the filter regions in the standard illuminant were also not strictly identical, because the filters covered different parts of the background texture. It could also be that the subjects did not simply guess if both filter pairs were indistinguishable to them, but resorted to artificial criteria to infer the position of the test illuminant that were not completely balanced, for instance, the relative saturation of the filter objects etc. An alternative and probably more reliable way to estimate the discrimination probability could be to ask the subjects directly whether they can distinguish the two filters.
The identification curves also sometimes seem to slightly deviate from the predictions: although all curves have approximately the predicted shape with a continuous decline on both sides of a central peak, there are some cases, especially in experimental set 4, where the peak of the curve does not exactly coincide with the position of F Opt . Probably, a combination of several causes are responsible for these deviations. A first factor is that the identification response was only counted if the position of the different filters was correctly reported by the subject. This reduces the sample size in regions with low detection rates and it must also be assumed that a part of the ostensibly ''correct" responses were just lucky guesses. As a further factor may have contributed that the positions of F Opt were estimated from means across all subjects in Experiment 1 and that different subjects participated in Experiment 2. It must also be kept in mind that the color changes along the adjustment line are in some cases rather subtle. This latter fact can be appreciated from the discrimination curves.
However, despite these slight deviations from the predictions, there is no doubt that the ''same criterion" hypothesis provides a much better explanation of our data than the ''different criterion" hypothesis.
General discussion
The results of Experiment 1 confirm the finding of Faul and Ekroll (2012) that the filter setting that maximizes the similarity in appearance across different illuminants can be interpreted as a compromise between a veridical and a proximal match. Furthermore, they show that the degree of constancy is significantly reduced if a transparency impression is prevented by violating figural transparency conditions. The results of Experiment 2 point to a close relationship between the identification and the matching task in investigations of transparent layer constancy: the test filter that was chosen as the best match to the standard filter was under identical conditions also considered the most probable candidate in the identification task. In other words, this means that the probability that two filters under different illuminations are considered to be identical objects increases with their phenomenal similarity.
The role of scission in transparent layer constancy
Our results show that figural cues to transparency do contribute to constancy performance and that a phenomenal scission of the filter region influences both filter matching and filter identification.
We see several reasons why Khang and Zaidi (2002a) failed to find an influence of geometric transparency cues. Probably the main reason is that the specific choice of distractor filters made the task very easy. The veridical filter, which is in itself not the best candidate, was in most cases compared to very different filters that were even less probable choices. However, it would have been difficult to detect this effect even if the comparison filters had been chosen from the adjustment line. This is so, because in their setup the veridical filter was always one of the test filters. According to our results, already the nearest filter that can reliably be distinguished from the veridical one would have always been preferred and this would have obscured the fact that the best filter in the given situation is clearly different in normal and flipped presentation.
A further factor that may have contributed to conceal an influence of geometric transparency cues is the specific choice of the random background texture. With this background violations of figural cues to transparency are not very obvious in static presentation of the filter and a weak transparency impression is still retained (see Fig. 5A ). The more structured background and in particular the motion of the filter regions that we used in our experiment are much more efficient in suppressing perceived transparency and the accompanying color scission in flipped filter regions. 0.8 d200/d40, cyan Fig. 13 . Comparison of the ''identification curves" found in Experiment 2 for set 1 and 2 that differed only in the type of presentation (opaque vs. transparent). The symbols are the relative frequencies of preferences of the comparison filter over FOpt in cases, where both filters were correctly classified as different. The curves are smoothing splines through these data points.
Relation to the identification of opaque objects across illuminations
Several experiments investigated the related task to identify opaque objects across changes in illumination. A common finding in these investigations is that similarity in appearance plays an important role. In achromatic scenes the similarity in brightness (Robilotto & Zaidi, 2004) and similarity in contrast (Robilotto & Zaidi, 2006) were used as criteria to identify objects. Zaidi and Bostic (2008) presented a similarity based algorithm that predicted both the correct and the incorrect identification of colored surfaces across illuminants. Recently, Radonjić et al. (2015) found that the identification results can be predicted by data obtained in classic asymmetric color matching. These authors also varied the naturalness of the stimulus context and found that constancy was much higher in the more natural scenes.
Our findings for the identification of transparent objects across changes in illumination are very similar to those of Radonjić et al. (2015) . A first similarity is that the data obtained in filter matching accurately predicted the choices in the filter identification task. A second similarity is that the constancy was strongly increased in a condition that supports the separation of the relevant object property from context influences. In the experiment of Radonjić et al. (2015) the separation of reflectance from illumination is supported by physically based renderings of the scene and stereoscopic viewing, in our experiment the separation of filter transmittance from background reflectance is supported by valid figural cues to transparency and filter motion.
Possible mechanisms
The fact that both matching and identification of filters across illuminations are influenced by geometrical transparency cues that enable/prevent a transparency impression suggests that the relevant mechanisms are not low-level processes related to color distributions alone, but that they depend on the classification of the object material. This interpretation is supported by the finding of Faul and Ekroll (2012) that the subjects' settings of the filter parameters s did not change if positive values were chosen for the parameter d, that is, if a common additive color component that depends on the illumination was added to the filtered colors. This finding is compatible with the interpretation that the subjects' settings are based on explicit estimates of the transmittance parameter s, and speaks against explanations referring to lowlevel color relations like equality of cone excitations ratios (Westland & Ripamonti, 2000) . That transparent layer constancy is influenced by geometric transparency cues corroborates that transparent layer constancy, despite its similarity to color constancy, should be considered as a separate phenomenon.
The role of task in investigations of perceptual constancy
In this paper we have considered identification and matching mainly as two alternative tasks that can be used to measure transparent layer constancy. A closer look reveals, however, that these tasks are of a very different nature.
The goal of filter matching is to equate the appearance of filters across different illuminations. Thus, if matching is used to measure transparent layer constancy it is tacitly assumed that it is a worthwhile goal to hold the appearance of the filter constant across illumination changes. This is not very plausible, because appearance in itself seems to be functionally neutral. Doubts about the validity of this assumption are reinforced by the fact that empirical investigations of perceptual constancy that relied on cross-context matching of appearance usually revealed incomplete constancy. The typical finding is a ''phenomenal regression to the real object" (Thouless, 1931) , that is, a compromise between identity in a proximal and in a distal sense.
Identification, on the other hand, is obviously a functionally relevant task in which one can succeed or fail. In most circumstances perfect performance is required, that is, in order to be successful one needs to identify exactly the correct object and not one that is merely similar to the target. Identification performance depends on the selection criteria and the properties of the distractor set, that is, the set of non-target objects in the environment. It is obvious, that perfect identification is only possible if the criteria are selective enough to distinguish between each pair of elements in the distractor set.
Our results suggest that similarity in appearance is used as a criterion in the identification of filters across illumination changes. The results of the matching experiment revealed that this criterion is imperfect in the sense that appearance did not remain completely constant if the illumination changes. However, one can also infer that possible confusions are only to be expected for a tiny subset of the gamut of filter colors. If the distractor set is carefully chosen from this subset, as it was done in Experiment 2, then identification fails completely. The set chosen by Khang and Zaidi (2002a) is clearly more representative for real situations and the near perfect identification they report suggests that the imperfect criterion is usually good enough.
In a sense, identification may be regarded as a more natural task to investigate constancy than matching of appearance. However, the present case also illustrates possible problems of this approach, that may lead to incorrect conclusions. The main problem is related to the immense robustness of identification under normal circumstances, which would be even larger in more realistic cases, where similarity with respect to other object properties, like form or gloss, can be used as additional criteria. A proper understanding of the perceptual processes underlying identification and the prediction of failures in this task seems only possible if the criteria that govern identification can be identified. This is illustrated by the results of Experiment 2, which demonstrate that the influence of geometric transparency cues, which clearly manifests itself in the matching task, can in principle also be observed in identification, but that this is only possible if the anchor stimulus and the distractor set are carefully chosen in relation to the criterion underlying identification. 
If the refraction index is assumed to be 1, as in Khang and Zaidi (2002a) and also in this paper, then k ¼ 0 and Eq. (2) reduces to pðkÞ ¼ tðkÞ 2 aðkÞ.
Given pðkÞ, the cone excitation P i ; i ¼ L; M; S, can be computed in the usual way, that is, P i ¼ R k pðkÞIðkÞR i ðkÞdk, where IðkÞ is the illumination spectrum and R i ðkÞ the sensitivity spectrum of cone class i.
A.2. Psychophysical model
We refer to a psychophysical filter model formulated in terms of color codes that was proposed in Faul and Ekroll (2002, 2011) . The predictions of this model are given by
where A denote the color code of a background region, and P the color code of the same regions viewed through the filter. In the following we will always assume that the color codes are cone excitations values, where the index indicates one of L; M; S.
The parameters s; d and I of this psychophysical model are related, respectively, to the squared filter transmittance tðkÞ 2 , the direct reflection factor k, and the illumination spectrum of the physical model. This interpretation motivates the parameter restrictions 0 6 s i 6 1 and d P 0. The parameters can be estimated from m P 2 background colors A j and the corresponding filtered colors P j that result in regions where the filter (partially) overlaps the background. In Faul and Ekroll (2011) we proposed robust estimation techniques that use the mean and standard deviation of these colors:
where the index i refers to different color channels. As a simple estimate of the illumination parameter I, the mean of the background colors A can be used. For a model with refractive index 1-as assumed in this paperthe parameter d is zero and the model reduces to: P i ¼ s i A i . Note that in this special case the illumination must not be known to estimate the remaining filter parameter s.
Appendix B. Match prediction
Let ðA j ; P j Þ and ðB j ; Q j Þ denote pairs of background and filtered color codes under standard and test illumination, respectively. The ''filter part" of the psychophysical model (see Appendix A.2) states that for the jth color pair P . If X C and X P denote the mean filter colors under the test illumination corresponding to a constancy and a proximal match, respectively, then according to the findings in Faul and Ekroll (2012) the color of the actual match can be found on a path segment in color space described by XðaÞ ¼ g À1 ½agðX C Þ þ ð1 À aÞgðX P Þ; ð6Þ with 0 6 a 6 1. In this paper we used gðxÞ :¼ LogrbLðxÞ, where LogrbLðxÞ denotes the transformation of cone excitations into a logarithmized MacLeod-Boynton space (MacLeod & Boynton, 1979) . This yields very similar results as the variant gðxÞ :¼ lnðxÞ proposed in Faul and Ekroll (2012) .
